The cornerstone of proactive management of organizational risk is a top-level Risk Governance process. Successful organizations operate through a Governance structure dedicated to rhythmically evaluate ongoing risks that can “materially” affect cash-flow, initiating mitigation programs, measuring results, resolving cross-departmental conflict and anticipating emerging risk. The proactive management of risk enhances cash-flow.

The RIMS members will engage as the Risk Management Governance team in assessing the operating risks associated with a mid-level Craft Brewery. Following an introduction to the Risk Governance process, teams (assigned by table) will be provided a description of the business with appropriate financials and operating details and tasked with determining risks that could drive a “material” impact on the business in a 30-60 day time frame. They will define prospective risk mitigation programs that minimize these risks, determine action steps to deal with a disruption and anticipate emerging risks beyond the 60-90 time period. This exercise is planned for 30 minutes, with a 15 minute report out and discussion to follow.

The Tabletop is presented by:

Jim Blair is the President & CEO of Integrated Risk Management Solutions, LLC. Jim has led this consulting practice for 18 years serving clients across the globe that are public and private; large and small. The heart of the practice is helping clients deploy Risk Governance processes that proactively manage organizational risks with the intent to improve operating performance and optimize cash-flow.

Neil Colclough is the Director of Risk Management for Inspirato, a Denver based global luxury hospitality & travel company. There, Neil oversees the company’s comprehensive risk and insurance program, claims handling as well as leading the company’s efforts around safety, security and hazard risk. Prior to Inspirato, Neil was with Vail Mountain and then Vail Resorts. He maintained his connections with the ski industry and Vail, as a member of the Vail Valley Foundation’s Safety and Security Committee, co-leading the selection and implementation of the private security for the 2015 World Alpine Ski Championships in Vail and Beaver Creek, CO. Neil’s style includes, active listening & relationship building, innovation & challenging the status quo, immersion into the business strategy & operations, consistently providing value to internal and external clients, transparency and candid communication (a no surprises philosophy).